The Global Biogeochemical-Argo Fleet: Knowledge to Action

May 4. Argo/BGC-Argo Introductions, Agency Perspectives (Live Talks and Live Discussion):
Session Chair - Andrea Fassbender (NOAA PMEL)
1. Andrea Fassbender, NOAA PMEL - Introduction to meeting/format
2. Toshio Suga, JAMSTEC - Argo history
3. Hervé Claustre, LOV - International effort and ecosystem processes
4. Ken Johnson, MBARI - US effort and global chemical cycles
5. Katy Hill, G7 FSOI Coordination Centre, NOC, UK - International Agency Perspective
6. US Agency Perspective
7. Panel Discussion (0700 PDT/1400 UTC; 1600 PDT/2300 UTC)

May 11. Fisheries and Fisheries Management (Recorded Talks and Live Discussion):
Session Chair - Cara Wilson (NOAA Fisheries)
1. Cara Wilson, NOAA Fisheries
2. Alistair Hobday, U Tas/CSIRO
3. Charles Stock, NOAA GFDL
4. Mike Seki, NOAA PIFSC
5. Patrick Lehodey, CLS
6. Srinivasa Kumar, INCOIS
7. Taketoshi Kodama, Japan FRA
8. Panel discussion (0700 PDT/1400 UTC; 1600 PDT/2300 UTC)

May 18. Carbon Budget Verification (Recorded Talks and Live Discussion):
Session Chair - Joellen Russell (U Arizona)
1. Joellen Russell, UAriz
2. Sara Mikaloff Fletcher, NIWA
3. Andy Watson, U. Exeter
4. TBD
5. Panel discussion (0700 PDT/1400 UTC; 1600 PDT/2300 UTC)

May 25. BGC Modelling, Data Assimilation and Forecasting (Recorded Talks and Live Discussion):
Session Chair - Pierre-Yves Le Traon (Mercator Ocean)
1. Pierre-Yves Le Traon, Mercator Ocean and Copernicus Marine Service
2. John Dunne, NOAA GFDL
3. Stefano Ciavatta, PML
4. TBD
5. Panel discussion (0700 PDT/1400 UTC; 1600 PDT/2300 UTC)

June 1. Summary Panel Discussion (Live Discussion):
Session Chair - Ken Johnson (MBARI)
1. High-level talks
2. Cross cutting issues summary presentation
3. Data system - TBD
4. Panel discussion (0700 PDT/1400 UTC; 1600 PDT/2300 UTC)